
	  
 
Introduction 
The Inner South Canberra Community Council (ISCCC) welcomes this opportunity to comment 
on the Government’s paper on a New Housing Strategy.  The ISCCC is an umbrella group of the 
eight residents’ groups representing the various suburbs of Canberra’s inner south and we would 
like to focus on the Public Housing parts of the discussion paper.   
 
We recognise that public housing is a crucial element of our residential landscape and the overall 
planning strategy and structure.  We would like to comment on three key components of this 
important issue. 
 
1. The distribution of public housing throughout Canberra 
2. The characteristics needed to achieve successful public housing residences and 
3. The maintenance of the ACT’s public housing portfolio. 
 
1. Distribution of public housing residences 
According to the Auditor General’s report (Maintenance of Public Housing, Report No. 2/2016), 
nearly 6 percent of the ACT’s population or ~20, 000 people reside in public housing.  The 
government has adopted a “Salt and Pepper” approach to the distribution of public housing and 
the ISCCC supports this policy.  As stated on the public housing renewal website (6 September 
2017):  
 
“Salt and peppering’ is the location of smaller-scale public housing throughout Canberra’s suburbs and 
town centres. The objective is to support diverse and vibrant local communities and to achieve positive 
social and economic outcomes for tenants and the community more broadly.” 
 
The website also states: 
“Consistent with the 'salt and pepper' approach, the public housing renewal program is focused on 
redeveloping older multi-unit public housing sites – some comprising more than 200 units – and replacing 
them with a mixture of detached houses, compact homes and smaller groups of townhouses and 
apartments. The construction or purchase of new properties assists to maintain the geographic spread of 
public housing across the ACT.” 
 
This policy should avoid concentrations within particular streets and suburbs and provide an 
integrated and balanced approach across the Territory.  At present both Griffith (12.3%) and 
Narrabundah (15.5%) are well above the desired 6% level, if the salt and pepper approach is 
implemented throughout the ACT.  Oaks Estate at 54% public housing probably has the highest 
ratio of the whole of Canberra.  If the New Housing Strategy is to be successful we would expect 
these three suburbs to have their percentages reduced.  
 
We recommend that future locations be made public, following genuine consultation with the 
community and for a more even distribution throughout the Territory.  The ISCCC therefore 
recommends the government: 
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Articulates its plans for the placement of public housing residences on a consistent 
Territory-wide, suburb-specific basis, to obtain a more balanced distribution 
throughout the ACT. 
 
2. Minimum standards are set to achieve successful public housing  
Appropriate standards for public housing should be set so that not only are the tenants provided 
with modern environmentally compliant dwellings, but also so that the public housing dwellings 
blend in with the neighbouring houses. We recommend that the following criteria be met: 
 

1. The individual clusters should contain no more than 30 dwellings.  We understand that this 
choice is based more on anecdotal evidence than any independent research, but talking to 
current tenants this number would appear to be a good guide. 

2. The landscape must be designed to provide attractive gardens for residents and neighbours 
to mingle in. 

3. All dwellings should be situated no further than 200 metres from regular and reliable public 
transport.  This would not only benefit public housing tenants but also boost the public 
transport system by increasing the patronage. 

4. All dwellings should comply with the Active Travel principles and have safe access to 
cycle ways and footpaths. 

5. There must be adequate car parking facilities for residents and visitors.  At present, some of 
the large public housing complexes are cluttered with cars on verges and on the nearby 
streets- this degrades the streetscape for all residents and neighbours.  

6. Public housing complexes must not exceed three storeys to prevent high-density living 
concentrating the disadvantaged. 

7. All dwellings should meet up-to-date standards for passive thermal heating and cooling 
environments as well as providing good solar access.  

8. All dwellings should have appropriate sound insulation. 
9. High speed internet access should be available at affordable prices. 

 
3. Maintain public assets and enforce the provisions of its tenancy agreements;  

especially those covering property presentation and personal behaviour, through regular 
inspections, to improve the lives of its tenants, their neighbours and the wider community. 
 
Managing the public housing portfolio is probably the most important issue facing the New 
Housing Strategy.  As the Auditor General stated in her Report No. 2/2016  
 
“The ACT Government’s, public housing assets are valued at over $4 billion and the Total Facilities 
Management contract whereby maintenance of this asset is provided is valued at over $48 million a 
year.  This comprises both the direct cost of maintenance (around $41 million a year) and the value of 
the management fee payable to Spotless (around $7 million a year).   
 
She also said” 
 
“Managing the Total Facilities Management contract poses many challenges. While Housing and 
Community Services has positioned itself positively to meet these, particularly through establishing a 
sound governance framework for the contract, its management of the contract is not fully effective. 
Importantly, there is scope for Housing and Community Services to improve its contract management”  
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Ensuring that these public assets are well managed and maintained is key to helping change the 
perception of public housing stock.  It is also the most challenging because it involves people, both 
residents and neighbours. 
 
We have no quick fix strategy to achieve this goal but recommend that the government consider the 
following: 
 
1. Make available, in plain English, the contents of relevant contracts and service agreements for 

asset management so that the residents are aware of what commitments the government has made 
with respect to managing the assets.  It must be made very clear what the tenants’ responsibilities 
are and also what the government is responsible for. 

2. Maintain a six-monthly visit to all units to assess not only the physical state of the property but 
also to identify any social issues that may exist.  These include noise, drug use and other unsocial 
behaviour. 

3. Additional resources may have to be provided to identify and manage high-risk, high-needs 
tenants.  This is vital because it only needs one problematic individual to cause havoc by 
upsetting the social balance in the complex. 

 
Recommendations 

1. The government should articulate its plans for the placement of public housing 
residences on a consistent Territory-wide, suburb-specific basis, to obtain a more 
balanced distribution throughout the ACT. 

 
2. The government should insist on minimum standards to achieve successful 

public housing.  Appropriate standards should be set so that not only are the tenants 
provided with modern environmentally compliant dwellings, but also so that the public 
housing dwellings blend in with the neighbouring houses. 
 

3. The government should provide sufficient resources to properly maintain its 
public assets and enforce the provisions of its tenancy agreements; especially 
those covering property presentation and personal behaviour, through regular inspections, 
to improve the lives of its tenants, their neighbours and the wider community. 
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